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INFANTICIDE: 10 Million Babies and Toddlers Targeted for Slaughter by Biden
Administration with Pfizer and Moderna mRNA Injections - any parent that gives this
shot to their babies or any child needs a real wake up call and sadly they will pay a dear
price for their ignorance and for trusting their children to others - ARTICLE

Your Opinion is Requested - A very long, detailed but important and informative post
from James Roguski. I highly recommend signing up for his Substack so you get the
information first hand in your email. ARTICLE
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Goal: get product on kids vaccine schedule! Money, money, money. Always funny.
In a rich man's world by Dr. Jessica Rose. The ONLY reason they want this shot given
to children 6 mos. and over is to get it on the childhood vaccine schedule so it is exempt
from lawsuits. Money over human lives wins again. This is why it has remained as EUA
for so long. They know more people are dying from the shot and more (perhaps billions
world wide) people will die over the next 5 years and sorry folks but that is the plan. They
are depopulating using “vaccines” as the weapon of choice. They can obtain their agenda
and make trillions in the meantime. Those of us they don’t kill they will make sick for the
rest of their life making big pharma even more prosperous. Anyone that does not see this
has not been paying attention not only for the past 3 years but the last 30 years and that
is why they have gotten way with what they do to us on a daily basis. I personally have
done a lot of research an I have enough common sense and REAL critical thinking skills
to see the trees hidden in the forest. God gave us the best doctor in the world……our
natural immune system and most of the diseases we suffer from today is because we and
the medical establishment have abused that God given gift. It is time to work on changing
lifestyle and work on building back that gift and we start by NEVER NEVER taking
another vaccine.” ARTICLE

Pizza Hut Suggesting Drag Queen Literature to Children - First, why would anyone
even go to Pizza Hut in the first place? Like most fast food restaurants, their food is not
food it is slop. It is poison for your body. Ending your addiction to fast food (along with
never getting another vaccine) needs to be a priority on your get healthy list so why not
start with Pizza Hut??ARTICLE

Revisiting Columbine - Nothing that we are experiencing today around the world is an
accident or coincidence. It is ALL planned and has been for decades. We the people are
considered useless eaters to the elite and therefore there is no need for us. NONE. Just a
little insight from a former Naval Intelligence Officer whistleblower. If you have never read
his book I highly recommend you get a copy. Behold a Pale Horse. This article has a lot of
links and resources. Nothing happening is not planned. ARTICLE

Local Globalism: How cities are being used to create digital slaves to the coming
beast system by Leo Hohmann - ARTICLE
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